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Stable and developmentally efficient economies are based on constant 
improvements, on creative destruction, where new innovative products and 
services replace those that customers don’t respond to anymore. What brings 
new blood into the economic system are not only start-up companies, but also a 
redesigned offer and new ventures in already established innovative companies. 
This is why collaboration, mutual exchange of experiences and joint conquest 
of customers are so important. Markets today have become too complex and 
turbulent for anyone to be able to succeed on them all on their own.

Much like start-ups are not shrunken big companies, big companies are not merely 
enlarged small companies. Sometimes, there is an impression that two completely 
different worlds exist when it comes to this. One of them small, adaptable and 
dynamic, but incredibly fragile, while the other one big, clumsy and bureaucratic, 
but full of propulsive power. But this is not entirely the case. There are more 
contact points between start-ups and established innovative companies than it 
might seem at the first glance. Even when companies are at the very top, their 
long-term success strongly depends on intrapreneurship, constant innovation, 
development of key staff and talents, and efficient management of relationships 
with all key stakeholders. All successful big companies also have to be start-up 
companies in a way, and all propulsive start-up companies endeavour to become 
as successful and high-impact as the leading company in their industry. 

The topic of the already traditional 35th PODIM conference are precisely these 
common contact points between start-ups and established innovative companies. 
The contact points that can lead to efficient collaboration and consequently to 
even bigger joint success – of big and small companies, start-ups and established 
companies.

Join us in the discussion and socializing while uncovering the veils of high-impact 
innovative entrepreneurship.

Each year, the Slovenian and regional entrepreneurial ecosystem is significantly 
more diverse, closely connected and globally competitive. We have devoted 
the past three years mostly to designing attractive national programmes for 
supporting entrepreneurship, connecting key stakeholders at the local, regional 
and national level, and obtaining public and private capital assigned exclusively 
to start-up companies. Now it is time for the last big and important step, namely 
for systematically attracting internationally established large and medium-sized 
companies into the picture of the entrepreneurial start-up ecosystem and into all 
possible forms of collaborating and connecting start-ups with innovative large and 
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medium-sized companies, not only in the form of subcontracting but also in more 
advanced forms, such as licencing, open innovation, incubation and acceleration 
programmes, and mutual exchange of knowledge. 

This is also the last important cornerstone of the two business accelerators of 
the Initiative Start:up Slovenia – Start:up Geek House and Go:global Slovenia. The 
comprehensive supporting services of business accelerators currently include 
access to financial resources, public (up to 320,000 EUR of capital) as well as private 
ones (network of business angels and venture capital funds), content support in the 
form of educational programmes, mentorship, individual guidance and training, and 
joint promotion of programmes. The latter includes publicly selecting programme 
participants, monitoring and promoting them, thus ensuring an efficient control of 
how public funds are used. 

Last but not least, it is also important to ensure a suitable infrastructure, as it is very 
important for community building and active collaboration between companies, and 
has to be filled with content and programmes.

Besides further implementation of national programmes and even more international 
integration, there is another important strategic goal that we have set for ourselves, 
namely active integration of established innovative companies into our programmes. 
Everyone will benefit from this, small and large companies, and at the end of the day, 
the country and the region as well. 

We promise you that the upcoming, already 35th, PODIM conference in the year 2015 
will be even bolder, even more internationally oriented and an even more intense 
two-day event for all entrepreneurial individuals from big as well as small companies. 
We will do our upmost to ensure that excellent esteemed entrepreneurs and experts 
from home and abroad will line up on stage. Besides diffusing important current 
knowledge, we will also provide opportunities for networking, fun, and practical work 
on real-life examples. 

It is our pleasure and our responsibility to continue to play the incredibly important 
role of connecting all key stakeholders and designing a competitive entrepreneurial 
environment within the country and the region. Our final goal is to design an attractive 
environment not only for entrepreneurial talents and innovative individuals, but also 
for big and successful companies from all across the world. The success of each 
environment depends on people with the same vision, and we are glad that the 
PODIM conference is the event at which everyone who dearly cares for the future of 
Slovenia and the region meets once a year.  

A big thank you to everyone working with us and welcome to the PODIM conference 
2015!
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First day will begin with networking coffee, where you will already have the opportunity to make your first new 
acquaintances. Each participant will have their own name badge with the colour indicating the segment of the ecosystem 
they are from – start-up, established company, investor, support environment etc. Thus networking will be easier and 
more interesting. Then up until lunch, there will be a series of appearances, lectures and roundtables, mostly with the 
intention of motivating and dispensing the latest business knowledge. A delicious lunch with organised networking will 
follow. 

After lunch, a series of practical workshops will take place simultaneously, chosen by each individual participant 
depending on their personal preferences. The content will mostly focus on various models of collaboration between 
start-ups and established companies. The PODIM Challenge will be happening at the same time, offering perspective 
start-up companies from the Alpe-Adria region an opportunity to pitch to the investors of venture capital. 

After the conclusion of the formal motivational and educational part of the first day, there will be a ceremony for awarding 
the flattering title Start:up of the Year 2015 – a recognition given to the most promising Slovenian start-up company. 

We are also preparing an evening party that will last long into the night and will be an additional opportunity 
for intense networking. In order for you to be able to sleep in and gather strength for new challenges, we will start the 
second day a bit later. After that, there will be a series of lectures, workshops and opportunities for networking up until 
lunch. The second day of the conference will be concluded with an outstanding keynote speaker. 

It is guaranteed that you will not only 
have an intense unforgettable two-
day entrepreneurial experience, but 
will also acquire a lot of knowledge, 
motivation and new friends at the same 
time. If you are looking for an investor, 
mentor or new team members, you will 
have plenty of opportunities to introduce 
yourself, your idea and your bigger vision. 

Before and after the PODIM conference, 
we will carry out a series of pre- and post-
conference events in collaboration with 
partners, with the purpose of dispensing 
specific knowledge to the interested 
target groups. 
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The PODIM conference is meant for everyone who wishes to have an intense two-day entrepreneurial experience; 
for those developing their own innovative company as well as for those developing intrapreneurship in established 
companies, but especially for:

Start-up founders in new companies
With the purpose of getting motivated, acquiring new knowledge, networking with guests from Slovenia and abroad, identifying 
potential co-workers and co-founders, but also for finding potential investments and, last but not least, for having fun.

Product developers in established companies
Big companies have to constantly innovate and in this aspect be similar to start-up companies, especially when it comes 
to the development of new products. At the conference, product developers in established companies will acquire the 
latest knowledge from the field of intrapreneurship, as well as have a lot of opportunities for networking and establishing 
contacts with potential partners from the lines of start-ups and other innovative small companies. 

Venture capital investors
Investors attend the PODIM conference to identify new investment opportunities, network with entrepreneurs and 
other conference participants. The investors are actively involved in the conference’s activities, participating not only in 
organised presentations of business ideas but also as mentors, evaluators of start-ups, speakers and so on. 

Entrepreneurship support environment and public administration
Collaboration of all key stakeholders of the support environment is of key importance, as one of the purposes of the 
conference is to unite all stakeholders of the support environment as well as present the global trends and best practices 
in order to bring them into the local environment. 

Everyone else interested in innovative entrepreneurship
The conference is also meant for anyone who is interested in modern innovation-driven entrepreneurship and has an 
entrepreneurial soul; from developers, technical directors and development managers to researchers in the field of 
innovation and entrepreneurship, business and technology transfer consultants, students and young researchers, and 
everyone who either has or is searching for good business ideas.

PODIM 2015
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In the past two decades, the Alpe-Adria region has made rapid progress in the field of start-up entrepreneurship and 
innovativeness. In addition to the highly educated workforce, topmost engineers and global focus, there is also the region’s 
unique geographical position from the demographic as well as geographic aspect. The Alpe-Adria region thus presents a 
link between the western, eastern, southern and northern Europe, while having everything from fresh mountain climates 
to pleasant Mediterranean temperatures and high quality food. 

Alpe-Adria is the ideal region for life and work. By further strengthening collaboration between countries (Slovenia, Italy, 
Austria, Hungary, Croatia, Serbia…) in the field of entrepreneurship and by actively encouraging the development of the 
ecosystem, it is our shared vision to make the Alpe-Adria region be one of the most attractive areas for entrepreneurs 
from all over the world. 

The PODIM conference is attended mostly by 
innovative entrepreneurship enthusiasts from the 
Alpe-Adria region.  

Geographical area



The central topic of the PODIM conference 2015 will be collaboration between start-ups and established companies. 
We will mostly talk about the importance and benefits of collaboration, models, approaches and why this type of 
collaboration is so important: not only for the growth and development of start-up companies, but also for maintaining 
innovation activity and competitiveness of established companies. 

We will look at different perspectives and views on collaboration as well as at the best practices from the national and 
international environment. We will mostly discuss the following aspects of collaboration between established and 
start-up companies: 

View from the perspective of young start-up companies or innovative SMEs

· What can start-ups and small innovative companies learn from corporations and large companies?

· How can start-ups benefit from collaboration with established companies – from sales channels and help with 
      international expansion to joint PR

· The same values and vision – the basis for successful collaboration between a start-up and an established company

· The optimal approach and selling the idea of collaboration to big companies

· The path from small to big, and important differences in individual phases of company growth – experience of   
      successful entrepreneurs from when they were small

· Co-branding and marketing support from established companies

· Main differences between start-ups and established companies in lean methodologies

· View on metrics for established and start-up companies

Conference motto for the segment of small innovative companies: Attention, start-ups and SMEs! Big 
established companies want to collaborate with you! Join us at the PODIM conference 2015 and get more 
information on how and why. 

View from the perspective of established companies

· What can established companies learn from start-ups in order to improve intrapreneurial activity

· Increasing innovation activity by collaborating with start-up companies

· Models of collaboration with start-up companies – from buying the company and running corporate accelerators  
      to contracting cooperation

· Using the existing sales channels for distributing products of start-up companies

PODIM 2015 topic:
Collaboration between start-
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· Lean entrepreneurship in big companies and organisations

· Main factors in large companies that hinder collaboration with start-up companies

· When to choose a collaboration model and when is it more sensible to compete?

· How to change company culture so it will support lean entrepreneurship?

· Are “innovation colonies” inside big companies the right answer?

Conference motto for the segment of established companies: Established companies, increase your innovation 
activity and keep the leading position on the market with the start-up approach and collaboration with 
innovative start-ups and SMEs. Learn more at the PODIM conference 2015.

View from the perspective of the government’s role and the entrepreneurship support 
environment 

· The role of the support environment in promoting collaboration between start-ups and established companies

· Process and models of connecting established companies with start-ups and best practice examples

· Can a dynamic start-up ecosystem be a convincing argument of the government for attracting foreign investors?

· The system of open innovations – a platform for collaboration between all types of companies

· Managing the talent battle – channelling talents into entrepreneurship or safe jobs

· Modern trends of efficient entrepreneurship ecosystems 

This and more, only at the Alpe-Adria regional PODIM conference 2015. You should join us as well!



Competition Start:up of the year 2015
The first day of the PODIM conference is concluded with the gala selection of the Start:up of the Year. Start:up of the 
Year is the national competition of start-up companies. Its aim is to recognize the best business teams and start-up 
companies in the Slovenian environment, give them professional support, connect them with potential investors and 
promote them to the general public at home and abroad. 

PODIM Challenge 2015
PODIM Challenge is an opportunity for all entrepreneurs who want to pitch themselves and their idea to the PODIM 
participants and investors or potential partners from Slovenia and abroad. Five to seven ventures will be chosen and 
they will have the opportunity to pitch to the investors and compete for a meeting and further discussions with them. 

PODIM 1:1
At the PODIM conference, we enable all participants to potentially have a one-on-one meeting with the conference 
speakers. Each participant can suggest up to three speakers, adding a personal presentation, presentation of the 
company and their expectations for the mentor. If the presentation is convincing enough, we do our best to organize 
a mentoring meeting. 

PODIM Matching
PODIM is organizing an opportunity for all entrepreneurs who have a business idea, but are searching for new team 
members. On the other hand, this is an excellent opportunity for everyone wishing to join a business team. The 
selected companies will have the opportunity to pitch to audience members who wish to participate in start-up 
ventures. 

PODIM Networking
During the breaks on both conference days, including both coffee and lunch breaks, we will organise several opportunities 
for networking, connecting and gaining new contacts – in both a professional and a lighter, fun-filled manner.  

Evening PODIM party
At the end of the first day, there will be an evening party in the hotel, organised for all conference participants, 
including a DJ and entertainment. The evening party represents an additional opportunity for networking, meeting 
and fun at the conference itself. There will be no lack of good food, drinks and local specialties. Play contests will also 
be organized. 

Surprise for international guests
For all international guests, we will organise an experience of insights into the local technology and business 
achievements as well as, of course, local food and natural attractions. 
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